Abstract. Inspired and guided by the iRRAM C++ library (Müller 2001), we formally specify a programming language for the paradigm of Exact Real Computation (ERC): reliably operating on encapsulated continuous data types such as (not necessarily algebraic) real numbers -imperatively and exactly (no rounding errors) with primitives computable in the sense of Recursive Analysis including a necessarily modified multivalued (=non-functional) semantics of tests. Three simple numerical problems demonstrate the elegance and convenience of writing programs handling real real numbers: integer rounding, solving systems of linear equations, and continuous root finding. We establish Turing-completeness over the reals: a partial function f :Ď R dˆZ Ñ R is computable (in the sense of Recursive Analysis) iff it can be expressed in ERC. For rigorously specifying and arguing about such computations in Mathematical Logic, we then propose a decidable first-order theory over two sorts, integers and real numbers. We extend the rules of Hoare Logic to support the formal derivation of correctness proofs in ERC; and we have them, including their real quantification, verified in the Coq Proof Assistant.
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Motivation, Introduction, Overview
Correctness is a core of Computer Science: reliably building from single silicon gates via circuits, microprocessor hardware, operating system kernel, libraries, compilers/interpreters, to high-level user programs. Based on mathematical logic, the Theory of Computation collects fundamental concepts and methods devised to help assert correctness on each level and allow for modern modular software engineering. These include specification, algorithm design and analysis, models of computation, semantics of operational primitives, measures of cost, and formal verificationfor problems over discrete structures: common continuous realms like real numbers and functions, regularly attributed to numerics, arguably lack behind regarding a rigorous treatment [22, p.412] of its heuristics and 'recipes' [32] . Although empirically often successful, numerical computations may be errorenous -with dramatical consequences [34, 19, 18] , yet facilitated by complex [26] or vague specifications [30, e04bbc] .
Recursive Analysis offers a sound foundation of numerical computation over real numbers, functions, and compact Euclidean subsets [36] :
A real number x is computable if some Turing machine can, given p P Z, produce the numerator a p P Z of a dyadic rational a p¨2 p approximating x up to absolute error 2 p . Computing a partial function f :Ď R dˆZ Ñ R means to convert any integer sequence p a p q and j P Z with } x´ a p¨2 p } ď 2 p for p x, jq P dompf q into a sequence pbĎ Z with |f p x, jq´b q¨2 q | ď 2 q .
This notion has pleasant properties (such as closure under composition) and renders arithmetic as well as many transcendental functions computable. Moreover it reflects the cost of contemporary approaches determining π up to billions of digits, that is, up to absolute error ε " 2´n for n « 10 10 within time polynomial in the binary † precision parameter n. However the underlying Turing machine model is inconvenient to code in practice [3] .
The algebraic model [35, 5] on the other hand is intuitive and implicitly prevalent but neglects the cost of internal precision, and its test for equality exhibits superrecursive power [6] . Reconciling and combining the best of both worlds, and inspired by [8] , the free C++ library iRRAM [28] provides via object-oriented overloading a data type REAL for (not necessarily algebraic) real numbers: with simultaneously exact and computable primitives by introducing a modified -namely either partial or multivalued (aka non-functional) -semantics of comparisons. Indeed multivaluedness is wellknown inherent to reliable real computation [23, 31] .
The present work establishes a theoretical foundation to the above implementation. Section 2 below captures the Exact Real Computation (ERC) paradigm in a formal language for imperative programming over real numbers as abstract data type. The convenience of programming in ERC with modified semantics of comparisons and dealing with multivaluedness/non-functionality in loops and conditional statements is demonstrated in Section 3 with rigorous algorithms for three numerical example problems: (I) multivalued integer rounding, (II) Gaussian Elimination with matrix rank given, and (III) simple single 1D root finding. Theorem 2 asserts that a real function is computable in the sense of Recursive Analysis iff it can be expressed in ERC: Turing-completeness over the reals. We then propose (Section 4) a two-sorted logical structure for rigorously specifying and arguing about the behaviour of such programs; and show its first-order theory decidable (Theorem 3). For verifying program correctness formally, Section 5 adapts and extends the classical Floyd-Hoare Logic to this structure. As proof (pun) of concept, Section 6 applies said extension to the aforementioned root-finding Algorithm (III); and we have this correctness proof, based on the inherently real Intermediate Value Theorem, formally verified in Section 7 using the Coq Proof Assistant.
We are convinced that the elegance and verifiability of algorithms in this imperative programming language for real numbers (as opposed to floating point, rational, algebraic numbers, intervals, or sequences of approximations) will simplify rigorous numerical software development [29] and enable rigorous software engineering in Reliable Numerics.
Related Work
IEEE754 is the common standard for hardware-supported (and thus extremely fast) floating-point data types. Their fixed precision and truncation errors cause violations of (or at least heavily complicate) common mathematical properties such as distributivity or the Intermediate Value Theorem. The many rounding modes and other cases (underflow, overflow, NaN) make algorithm verification a real (pun) challenge [7] . ERC introduces a new layer of abstraction: building and relying on correct implementation of the operational semantics on real numbers axiomatized in Definition 1 below -similarly to regular high-level programs building and relying on correct compilers, libraries, operating systems, and hardware. It roughly corresponds to Level III of the core library where, however, the classical/naïve semantics of tests spoils closure under composition [39, p.325] .
Indeed, equality of real (as opposed to, say algebraic) numbers is a well-known equivalent to the complement of the Halting Problem [36, Exercise 4.2.9]; whereas algebraic numbers, as supported for instance by the LEDA library [25] , are insufficient for important transcendental functions like exp or ln. Multiprecision calculations, interval arithmetic, Domain Theory, and operating on streams of approximations, are common approaches to transcendental computation -yet arguably inconvenient due to the necessity to keep track of the error accumulation and providing only aposteriori bounds [9] . Functional programming can avoid these disadvantages [17, 14] , but still lacks broad practial dissemination. † A runtime polynomial in the unary precision parameter 1{ε would be meaningless here. Theorem 3 gives another reason for preferring binary over unary precision.
Programming Language for Exact Real Computation
"Don't test for equality!" may be the first lesson in Numerical Programming 101. Indeed, inequality of real (and not just, say, algebraic) numbers is well-known equivalent to the Halting Problem [36, Exercise 4.2.9] . But which comparisons are permitted, then? Strict inequality "x ą 0" would allow to express equality via the Boolean combination " px ą 0q^ p´x ą 0q". This paradox can be avoided, while maintaining exact arithmetic on real numbers, by replacing the naïve semantics with either a partial or a multivalued/non-functional one.
Recall that a partial multivalued ‡ mapping f :Ď X Ñ Y (aka search problem) is simply a relation f Ď XˆY , considered as total function f : X Q x Þ Ñ ty P Y : px, yq P f u; with the understanding that an algorithm computing f may, given x P dompf q " tx : f pxq ‰ Hu, return any y P f pxq. Single-valuedness/functionality thus means singleton values. 
Definition 1 (Exact Real Computation
for lazy/ unevaluated logical expressions a, b, some of which may be undefined ("Ò") results of other partial tests/predicates.
To emphasize, the partial test "x > y" does not return anything/at all in case x " y! A total but multivalued so-called soft test similar to [38, §6] is obtained as px > p 0q :"
The non-functional binary predicate choose is known in Logic as parallel OR [16] . Higher, yet finite, arities can be expressed for instance in the ternary case as follows:
Here and in the sequel we presume this conditional operator and instructions if then else expressed via while as usual. Note that no consistency is required among the first and second call choosepa, bq in case a ‰Ò‰ b. Indeed, a ô a 1 ‰Ò and b ô b 1 ‰Ò does not imply choosepa, bq " choosepa 1 , b 1 q. Assignments are not lazy: storing a logical expression in an integer variable requires the former to be defined. Also 'multivalued assignment' like x :" choosepa, b, cq is understood as abbreviation for the following:
if choosepa, b, cq " 2 then x :" 2 else if choosepa, bq then x :" 1 else x :" 0 end if end if Definition 1 captures numerical practice and iterative methods like Newton, Gauss-Seidel, or Runge-Kutta. There floating point inputs are (often silently) considered exact, and the output ‡ as opposed to the nondeterminism defining, e.g., the complexity class N P [40, §5].
§ We deliberately deviate from iRRAM where choose has codomain t1, 2, Òu produced by approximation -and hope [22, p.412] , for instance that cancellation is rare; whereas here the programmer can rely on her code and rigorous correctness proofs (Section 5). ERC by definition converts the convergent sequence`f pp, x, jq˘p of output approximations implicitly and automatically ¶ into a single exact object of type REAL, enabling calls/assignments like t :" f px, y, jq. This makes ERC Turing-complete over the Reals: Theorem 2. Any algorithm according to Definition 1 describes a partial real function computable in the sense of Recursive Analysis -and vice versa: Every partial function f :Ď R dˆZ Ñ R computable in the sense of Recursive Analysis can be implemented in ERC.
Proof. Regarding the first claim refer to [37] . ERC can implement integer multiplication by repeated addition, producing integer and real results along; similarly for powering and more generally Ackermann's Function. In fact we can simulate a Counter Machine, and thus any Turing Machine, on discrete input. Regarding a real argument x, Algorithm (I) in Subsection 3.1 implements a multivalued integer 'function' round : R Ñ Z satisfying @y P roundpxq :ˇˇx´yˇˇď 1. Composing with the binary precision embedding, a n :" round`x¨ıpnq˘P Z yields the numerators of a sequence a n {2 n of dyadic approximations to x up to absolute error ď 2´n: by [21, Definition 2.11] the way of presenting real argument to a Turing machine computing f pxq. Similarly for higher arities and mixed real/integer arguments. . .
[ \
Programming in Exact Real Computation
The computable but partial/multivalued semantics of tests in ERC might take some getting used to by classically-trained programmers; for instance to guarantee not only termination of loops, but also assert the loop condition to be total. The present section demonstrates this and related issues at algorithms for three numerical problems: (I) multivalued/non-functional integer rounding round : R Q x Þ Ñ tk P Z : |k´x| ă 1u, (II) Gaussian Elimination with full pivoting, and (III) simple root finding. These examples demonstrate the practicality of the formal programming language from Definition 1 with partial tests, multivalued predicates, restriction to Presburger Arithmetic for integers, and binary precision embedding ı. We include comments for precondition, loop in/variant, and postcondition as preparation for the formal Hoare triples in Section 5.
Integer Rounding
Like comparing real numbers, rounding down/up or to the nearest integer is a common but uncomputable operation: functionally. The multivalued/non-functional variant
on the other hand is computable. A trivial implementation in ERC might, given x ą 0, initialize k :" 0 and, while choosepk > x´1 , x > kq, increment k :" k`1. However this 'unary' approach would take a number of iterations proportional to x, that is, exponential in its (output) binary length. A faster idea might be to determine the binary expansion of k bitwise, by comparing x with appropriate powers of two -naïvely: over the reals determining any digit of 'the' binary expansion (or one of the at most two possible ones) is well-known uncomputable since at least Turing (1937). Instead, the following algorithm in ERC determines some signed-digit expansion [36, Definition 7.2.4] of the argument x P R: ¶ iRRAM requires the user to explicitly select and apply one of its limit operators.
l :" l`1; y :" y/2; 4: end while
b :" choosep y<0 ,´1<y<1 , y>0 q´1 // most significant signed binary digit´1, 0,`1 of y 8:
y :" y´b 9:
We wrote y<0 for 0>y. Loop invariants have been included in order to convey partial correctness with respect to the specified postcondition; and a loop variant asserts the (here trivial) termination. Due to multivalueness of the test, after the real while loop (lines 2 to 4) has ended, the second argument "y > 1 2 " may still, whereas the first "|y|<1" must be true; but always at least one of both is valid, thus guaranteeing total correctness. In the integer loop (lines 5 to 10) multivalueness 'strikes' only at line 7: Recall that this assignment is meant as abbreviation. Similarly, since ERC deliberately prevents mixing real and integer arithmetic (in order for the below Theorem 3 to hold), line 8 is understood as splitting and treating separately the three possible cases/values of b.
Gaussian Elimination
Consider the task of finding, given a singular matrix A, some non-zero vector x in kernelpAq: a natural, multivalued/non-functional problem solved by Gaussian Elimination.
This classical algorithm has been formally verified over decidable fields [2] , not over the reals with undecidable equality. Here one lacks naïve pivot tests, employed to determine termination when the outer/column loop counter exhausts the matrix' rank. The latter being uncomputable in the input A's entries, r :" rankpAq P N instead has to be provided as additional argument [42, 41, 20] :
πris :" i ; for j :" 0 to d´1 do Bri, js :" Ari, js end for 4: end for 5: for k :" 0 to r´1 do // Convert B to reduced row echelon form: 6:
pi¨d`pj :"Pivot(pd´kq 2 , Brk . . . d´1, k . . . d´1s) // Find pi, pj such that Brpi, pjs ‰ 0.
7:
for j :" 0 to d´1 do swappBrk, js, Brpi, jsq end for // Exchange rows #k and #pi. 8:
for i :" 0 to d´1 do swappBri, ks, Bri, pjsq end for // Exchange columns #k and #pj. 9:
swappπrks, πrpjsq 10:
for j :" k to d´1 do // Scale row #k by 1{Brk, ks 11:
Brk, js :" Brk, js{Brk, ks // and subtract Bri, ks-fold from rows #i " k`1 . . . d´1: 12:
for i :" k`1 to d´1 do Bri, js :" Bri, js´Bri, ks˚Brk, js end for 13:
end for 14: end for 15: x " πrds ‰ :" 1 // Back-substitution for x, taking into account permutation π: 16: for i :" d´2 downto 0 do 17:
t :" 0 ; for j :" d´1 downto i do t :" t`Bri, js˚ x " πrjs ‰ end for 18:
x " πris ‰ :"´t 19: end for; return x Algorithm (II) employs full pivoting. We emphasize that the index operations, such as identifying two-dimensional array positions pi, jq P t0, . . . , d´1u
2 with one-dimensional i¨d`j P t0, . . . , d 2´1 u, can be expressed within Presburger Arithmetic for arbitrary but fixed matrix dimension d P N. Also note that pivot search in line 6 is guaranteed to succeed in that the pd´kqˆpd´kq submatrix M :" Brk . . . d´1, k . . . d´1s under consideration will indeed contain at least one -but usually far from unique -non-zero element. Finding the index of such a real pivot is therefore an inherently multivalued problem, solvable in ERC as follows:
Continuous Root Finding
Let f : r0, 1s Ñ R denote a given function, supposed to be continuous (predicate contpf q in the below formal prerequisite) with a unique and simple root:
uniqpf, a, bq :"`D!x P ra, bs : f pxq " 0^f paq¨f pbq ă 0˘.
Bi section proceeds according to the sign of f p1{2q; but fails in ERC in case 1{2 already is a root! Instead, tri section tests the signs of both f p1{3q and f p2{3q in parallel, knowing from the hypothesis on f that at most one of both can be zero [36, Theorem 6.3.7] :
if choose`0 > f pp2x`yq{3q˚f pyq , 0 > f pxq˚f ppx`2yq{3q˘variant "
then y :" px`2˚yq{3 else x :" p2˚x`yq{3 end if 5: end while; return x post " " " " uniqpf, x, yq^|y´x| ď 2 p ‰ ‰ ‰
We have introduced the precondition P :" contpf q^uniqpf, 0, 1q and postcondition Q :" uniqpf, x, yq^|y´x| ď 2 p for use in Section 6.
Logic of Exact Real Computation
Reflecting the two data types supported by ERC, and in order to formally specify and describe algorithms operating on them, consider the two-sorted structure consisting of Presburger Arithmetic pZ, 0, 1,`, ąq and real-closed field pR, 0, 1,`,ˆ, ąq of characteristic 0 together with the 'binary precision' embedding ı : Z Q p Þ Ñ 2 p P R in order to express the output error specification.
Theorem 3. The first-order theory of the above two-sorted structure is decidable; but not when replacing ı with the 'unary' embedding N`Q n Þ Ñ 1{n P R.
The basically means that every valid formula, such as loop invariants of an algorithm, can be formally derived from a fixed recursively enumerable and sound set of axioms: thus justifying and promising the fundamental feasibility of the rest of this work -while WHILE programs over integers classically suffer from Gödel's Undecidability [10, §6] .
Proof (Theorem 3).
It is well-known that, as opposed to full integer arithmetic pZ, 0, 1,`,ˆq, Presburger pZ, 0, 1,`, ąq is decidable. By elementary equivalence, the same holds for its multiplicative version`2 Z , 1, 2,ˆ˘called Skolem Arithmetic. By Tarski, the first-order theory of real-closed fields of characteristic zero pR, 0, 1,`,ˆ, ąq is also decidable. Of course this becomes blatantly wrong when adding an integrality test, that is, the unary predicate Z. But a celebrated result of Lou van den Dries [13] asserts decidability of real-closed fields expanded with a predicate for integral powers of two`R, 0, 1,`,ˆ, ą, 2 Z˘; cmp. [4] . Finally observe that any formula in the two-sorted structurè 2 Z , 1, 2,ˆ˘and pR, 0, 1,`,ˆ, ąq with the identity embedding id : 2 Z Ñ R can be interpreted in`R, 0, 1,`,ˆ, ą, 2 Z˘b y restricting id : R Ñ R to the thus definable domain 2 Z : Decidability therefore carries over.
[ \ By Theorem 2, many transcendental functions like exp : x Þ Ñ e x can be realized in ERC. Still, we evade for instance Tarski's Exponential Function Problem: by considering specifications only in the language of the above logic, verified algorithms cannot rely on any non-algebraic relations among inputs. 
whenever x ď 2 and p ď 5. Thus calculating and returning z :" ř 4´p j"0 x j {j! as approximation to y :" exppxq is easily implemented in ERC; however for the purpose of formally verifying its correctness, due to the lack of unbounded summation, we could not express the Cauchy Property (4) within the above logic. Instead, recall that
holds for every x ě 0; in which case it suggests the following verifiable algorithmic alternative:
while choose`ıppq > b´a , b´a > ıpp´1qn
:" n`n; c :" 1`x{n; a :" c n ; b :" a˚c; end while
It extends to the (deliberately overlapping) case x ď 1 via exppxq " expp1q{ expp1´xq.
[ \ Also Theorem 3 applies only to algorithmic properties expressible in our logic. It obviously excludes any undecidable, such as the Totality aka Universal Halting, problem:
Example 5. ERC can implement integer multiplication by repeated addition. Therefore, to every d-variate integer polynomial p P Zr Xs, there exists an algorithm A p that, on input x P Z d , evaluates pp xq and stops if the result is non-zero while deliberately looping indefinitely in case pp xq " 0. By Davis, Robinson, and Matiyasevich (1970) the set tp : A p totalu Ď Z˚is not recursively enumerable. Therefore there exists a p P Zr Xs such that @ x : pp xq ‰ 0 -equivalently: totality of A p -is true but not provable (more precisely: not algorithmically derivable from any fixed recursively enumerable sound axiom system).
[ \ In practice the expressive power of Theorem 3 seems sufficient for practical applications, as demonstrated in the sequel.
Hoare-Style Deduction for Exact Real Computation
Having a computation or computing system fully correct is crucial in many cases, including missioncritical or life-critical applications as well as computer-assisted proofs [33] . Formal verification splits into several layers, ranging from hardware to user programme [27, p.169 level 4] . Algorithms based on ERC benefit from its mathematical elegance (compared to, say, IEEE 754). So let us put Theorem 3 into practice! (Floyd-)Hoare Logic is a well-known formal system for reasoning about partial and total correctness of imperative programs [1] . It considers each individual command C enriched with two comments: Definition 6. A Hoare Triple tP u C tQu consists of a command C of the programming language under consideration, along with two formulae P and Q in predicate logic over the program's state/-variables such that the postcondition Q holds after executing C whenever the precondition P was met before C.
Partial correctness of an entire program thus decomposes into a sequence of Hoare Triples whose conditions can be derived formally, step by step according to purely syntactic rules. The following, for instance, capture the logics of assignment "x :" e", of "if b then . . . else . . .", and of "while b do . . .", where e, b denotes some expressions and P re{xs means substituting all occurrences of the variable x in the proposition P with e.
We follow the convention of writing " " "¨‰ ‰ ‰ for an assertion of total correctness. The predicate I in (8) is called loop invariant, whereas integer expression V is the loop variant: having some initial value N P Z, required to strictly decrease in each iteration, and to satisfy the implication I^pV ď 0q ñ b for asserting termination. Inference (9) is the rule of precondition strengthening and postcondition weakening, used to connect between Hoare triples and usually applied implicitly.
Over integers with arithmetic, Gödel prevents (9) to admit a sound, complete, recursively enumerable axiomatization; but for ERC, we have Theorem 3! On the other hand the real realm requires adapting Hoare Logic for three reasons:
i) The expression b might be undefined; in which case merely evaluating it in the while condition of an otherwise terminating loop would spoil total correctness. ii) A real loop variant V can strictly decrease infinitely often without ever reaching zero. iii) Even when defined, a multivalued predicate may violate choosepa, cq _ choosepa, cq " true and thus render vacuous both hypotheses of Rule (7).
To mend (i), add the hypothesis that b be defined. To fix (ii), require that V decreases in each round by at least some fixed (within the loop, not necessarily globally) ε ą 0. And also (iii) is taken care of in the following real variant of the latter two above deductive rules:
In terms of predicate transformer semantics [12] and with respect to the statement "b :" choosepa, cq",
Formal Correctness Proof of Trisection
The present section picks up from Subsection 3.3 to illustrate formal verification in ERC. To emphasize, our purpose here is not to actually establish correctness of the long-known trisection method, but to demonstrate the extended Hoare rules from Section 5 using a toy example. Since trisection relies on the Intermediate Value Theorem, any correctness proof must make full use of real (as opposed to, say, floating point, rational, or algebraic) numbers: roots of computable functions can be very general. Let us define some abbreviations such that Algorithm (III) becomes of the form C 1 ; C 2 .
a :" ıppq > y´x ,c :" y´x > ıpp´1q a :" f`2
x`y 3˘¨f`b˘ă 0 , c :" f`x˘¨f`x`2 y 3˘ă 0 C 1 :" x:=0; y:=1 C 2 :" while choosepã,cq do C 3 end while C 3 :" if choosepa, cq then C 5 else C 4 end if C 4 :" x:=(2*x+y)/3 C 5 :" y:=(x+2*y)/3 Furthermore, with the specified loop invariant, I :" 0 ď x ă y ď 1^uniqpf, x, yq^contpf q, and loop variant, V :" y´x´2 p´1 , we define predicatesP :" I^c^`V " R˘andQ :" pã_cq^I^pV ď R´εq, which are repectively the pre and post conditions of the premise of rule (11) on C 3 . We omit the condition I^V ď 0 ñ c in the premise, as V ď 0 " y´x´2 p´1 ď 0 " c holds.
p´1 (note that ε is fixed within the loop) and R P R universally quantified, the proof tree (12) constitutes the formal verification of the Algorithm (III). Note that the inference Rule (9) is applied implicitly here, and explicitly with formal proof in Section 7.
In the above proof tree, each derivation is labelled with its inference rule. Note that P :" contpf q^uniqpf, 0, 1q and Q :" uniqpf, x, yq^|y´x| ď 2 p . Readers can easily verify the correctness of the proof tree by syntactic application of the rules (6), (10) , and (11). However, for the applications of rule (9), the following implications remain to be proven:P^a
P ñP^pa _ cq (15)
Their formal verification in the Coq proof assistant is described in the following section.
Formal Verification of the Correctness Proof in Coq
We present here a formal verification of the five applications of Hoare Rule (9) in Section 6, that is, of the implications (13), (14), (15), (16), (17) . As before, the purpose is not the assertion itself, but to complete our proof-of-concept and example demonstrating fully formalized correctness of transcendental computing in ERA.
To this end we employ the Coq Proof Assistant [24] . Note that Implications (13), (14) , and (15) involve a function symbol f with (obviously incomplete) first-order axioms expressing continuity contpf q, existence and uniqueness of a furthermore simple root uniqpf, 0, 1q. Fortunately the Coq standard library on real numbers already provides all the necessary materials and instruments, including the Intermediate Value Theorem.
For execution by the reader's own Coq installation, the full source code of our formal proof is available at http://complexity.kaist.edu/REALVERIFICATION. The rest of this section provides some high-level explanations of our formalization with some inserts of Coq pseudo code.
Binary Precision Embedding
Our formalization starts with the definition of the binary precision embedding ı : Z Q p Þ Ñ 2 p P R, defined in Definition 1. It is called iota : Z Ñ R, a trivial extension of the exponentiation with base 2 from N to R which is in turn defined by a primitive recursion. The extention is done based on a case distinction on integers: zero, positive, or negative.
Definition iota (z : Z) : R := match z with | 0%Z ñ 1 | Zpos n ñ iota nat (Pos.to nat n) | Zneg n ñ 1 / (iota nat (Pos.to nat n)) end.
Then we get the homomorphic properties such as the following two lemmas.
Lemma iota mult : @ z1 z2 : Z, iota (z1 + z2 ) = iota z1ˆiota z2.
Lemma iota div : @ z1 z2 : Z, iota (z1 -z2 ) = iota z1 / iota z2.
Generalized Intermediate Value Theorem
In order to prove that one can refine root intervals, it is necessary to apply the Intermediate Value Theorem(IVT), but the version of IVT in the standard library of Coq (see https://coq.inria. fr/library/Coq.Reals.Rsqrt_def.html#IVT) should be generalized a little bit. First, the existence of a unique root can be defined by exactly the same way as described in p3q.
The geneneralized form the of the IVT is defined as g IVT. Combined with the property of uniqueness, the lemma proves the implication (15) with deriving contradictions; if f`2 x`y 3˘¨f`b˘ě 0^f`x˘¨f`x`2 y 3˘ě 0, the interval no longer contains a unique root, according to the following lemma.
One can use g IVT to prove the refinement of root intervals. The following lemma justifies the loop invariant, thus is a key part in proving implications (13, 14) ; if an interval has a unique root with a sign change, any its sub-interval with a sign change contains a unique root.
Formal Proofs of Implications in Verification
Now we can formally prove all the five implications (13 -17) . In the rest of this section, we assume that a function f : R Ñ R, three real numbers a, b, r, and an integer p are arbitrarily given. We also use ε = iota (p-1) / 3.
Lemma implication 13 :
Lemma implication 14 :
Perspective
Technically, integer rounding (Subsection 3.1) and Gaussian Elimination (Subsection 3.1) both consider multivalued problems. They refer to the following subtle semantical refinement of Definition 1:
dˆZ . An algorithm A in Exact Real Computation computing the evaluation mapping px, jq Þ Ñ f px, jq receives, in addition to argument j, random access to the components xris P R, exactly, as well as a binary precision requirement p P Z. A then has has to return some p z, kq P R dˆZ such that it holds Dp y, kq P f px, jq : } z´ y} 8 ď 2 p .
Moreover A must satisfy the following consistency condition: When called twice independently with the same arguments px, jq, once with p and once with increased precision p´1, whenever those calls to choosepq that A makes in both cases do return the same multivalued choices, then the values z and z 1 returned by A must in both cases approximate the same y up to errors 2 p and 2 p´1 , respectively.
Our proof of Theorem 2 immediately generalizes to multivalued functions accordingly. Note that, as opposed to the reals, for integer arguments and values if suffices to consider the one-dimensional case, since tuples and sequences can be considered encoded using a pairing function. We also remark that identifying a sequence-valued mapping f :Ď X Ñ R ω with g :Ď XˆN Ñ R is possible only under functionality hypotheses.
Future work will extend Definitions 1+7 to formalize the computation of functional s (like trisection) as higher type objects receiving real functions as arguments; and generalize Exact Real Computation from R to other structures.
A Weakest Precondition Calculus of Trisection
Weakest-precondition calculus, suggested by Dijkstra, is an efficient strategy of applying Hoare logic's inference rules, implemented and widely adapted in modern deductive verification systems; e.g., see [11] . With " " " P ‰ ‰ ‰ C " " " Q ‰ ‰ ‰ , formal verification becomes proving P ñ wppC, Qq, where wppC, Qq can be obtained recursively: wppC 1 ; C 2 , Qq " wppC 1 , wppC 2 , Qqq. In the appendix section, we demonstrate the weakest precondition calculus on the examples presented in section 3.
Definition 8. For a if command with choose, the reformulation follows directly from [12] :
wppif choosepx 2 ą y 2 , x 1 ą y 1 q then C 1 else C 2 , Rq " x 1 ą y 1 _ x 2 ą y 2 px 1 ą y 1 ñ wppC 1 , Rq x 2 ą y 2 ñ wppC 2 , Rqq
The following is a weakest precondition formulation for the while command, with choose, whose loop variant is real where itself and its decrement has some lower bounds, c and c 0 :
wppwhile choosepx 2 ą y 2 , x 1 ą y 1 q do C, Rq
D c @ a,z`I^x1 ą y 1^V " z ñ wppI^V ď z´c, Cq˘ (20) D c0 @ a`I^V ď c 0 ñ x 1 ď y 1˘( 21) @ a`p I^x 2 ą y 2 q ñ R˘ (22) @ a`I ñ px 1 ą y 1 _ x 2 ą y 2 q˘ (23) @ a is a universal quantifier over all variables whose values get manipulated in the loop body, C.
Briefly explaining a meaning of each line of the precondition, (19) states that the loop invariant I should be satisfied in the beginning of the while command; (20) is for proving that I and V are valid; (21) is a condition which ensures that V is bounded lower by c 0 ; (22) claims that when the loop terminates, the postcondition should be satisfied; and (23) ensure that at the every entrance of the loop body, choose should be safely defined.
Using a convention suggested by Isabelle theorem prover, we list a verification condition P ñ pwp 1^¨¨¨^w p n q, where wp 1^¨¨¨^w p n " wppC, Qq, P, Q are pre-and postconditions and C is the program we will verify, as follow:
